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a b s t r a c t
Several important classes of rings can be characterized in terms of liftings of idempotents
with respect to various ideals: classical examples are semi-perfect rings, semi-regular
rings and exchange rings. We begin with a study of some extensions of the concept of
idempotent lifting and prove the generalizations of some classical lifting theorems. Then
we describe the method of induced liftings, which allows us to transfer liftings from a ring
to its subrings. Using this method we are able to show that under certain assumptions a
subring of an exchange ring is also an exchange ring, and to prove that a finite algebra
over a commutative local ring is semi-perfect, provided it can be suitably represented in an
exchange ring.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
This paper originates from a classical result of Swan that every finite algebra over the ring Ẑp of p-adic integers is semi-
perfect (cf. [6], Proposition 6.1 and the subsequent Remark, and [2], Example 23.3 for a modern formulation). With certain
applications in mind (cf. [5]) we investigated the problem whether an analogous result holds for finite algebras over the
ring Z(p) of integers localized at p. While the general problem is still open, we have been able to prove the following: every
finite Z(p) -algebra, which is isomorphic modulo torsion to the matrix algebraMn (Z(p)), is semi-perfect. To prove this result
we developed the method of induced liftings which is based on the following simple idea. Assume that we want to lift the
idempotents in a ring Rwith respect to a (possibly one-sided) ideal I . Under favourable circumstances it is possible to embed
R in a ring E, which admits liftings with respect to arbitrary ideals, and then use these to obtain liftings in R.
We begin the paper with a preparatory section in which we examine several variants of the idempotent lifting concept
and give the general forms of some standard results. These generalizations are then used to describe and use induced liftings
but some of the results are interesting on their own. Next we introduce the method of induced liftings and explain how it
applies to ringswhich canbe suitably represented into exchange rings (i.e. ringswhich admit liftingswith respect to arbitrary
left ideals). In the last section we study the algebras over commutative local rings, and give sufficient conditions for them
to be semi-perfect.
We use throughout the standard terminology and the notation as in [2], the only exception being the Jacobson radical of
the ring R, which is denoted JR.
2. Liftings of idempotents
The notion of idempotent lifting can be considered under various degrees of generality. Classically, given an ideal I in a
ring R, we say that an idempotent r+ I ∈ R/I can be lifted to R if there exists an idempotent e ∈ R such that r+ I is its image
under the natural projection R → R/I . In other words, given r ∈ R with r2 − r ∈ I , its lifting is an idempotent e ∈ R such
that e2 − e = 0 and e− r ∈ I .
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The alternative wording is more general as it makes sense for one-sided ideals as well: given a left ideal L in Rwe say that
r ∈ R is an idempotent modulo L if r2 − r ∈ L. It can be lifted to R if there exists e ∈ R such that e2 − e = 0 and e− r ∈ L.
Observe that R/L is a cyclic left R-module, so every endomorphism ϕ : R/L → R/L is determined by ϕ(1 + L) = r + L.
Clearly, ϕ is idempotent if, and only if r2 − r ∈ L. Thus ϕ lifts to an idempotent endomorphism of R if, and only if there is an
idempotent e ∈ R such that the following diagram commutes:
The last formulation allows further generalization: given an epimorphism p : M → N of left R-modules, we say that
an idempotent endomorphism r : N → N can be lifted along p if there exists an idempotent endomorphism e : M → M
making the following diagram
commutative.
In some cases the general definition reduces to the classical one. In fact, given an R-epimorphism p : M → N consider
the ring
End(p) := {f ∈ End(M)|f (Ker(p)) ⊆ Ker(p)}
and the induced ring homomorphism p : End(p) → End(N). The homomorphism p is in general neither surjective nor
injective: its kernel Ker(p) is additively isomorphic to Hom(M,Ker(p)). Liftings of an endomorphism ϕ : N → N along p
correspond to elements of p−1(ϕ). Therefore an idempotent ϕ : N → N can be lifted along p if, and only if ϕ ∈ Im(p) and
can be lifted along the ideal Ker(p) to an idempotent in End(p). We have proved the following:
Proposition 2.1. Let p : M → N be an epimorphism of R-modules and assume that the corresponding p : End(p) → End(N)
is surjective (e.g. when M is cyclic or projective as an R-module). Then an idempotent in ϕ : N → N can be lifted along p if, and
only if ϕ ∈ End(N) can be lifted with respect to the ideal Ker(p) to an idempotent in End(p).
We will say that an ideal L (or an epimorphism p) is idempotent lifting if all idempotents can be lifted with respect to L
(or along p). In this paper we will be mostly interested in liftings with respect to one-sided ideals.
Various classes of rings can be characterized by the lifting properties of their ideals. A ring R is semi-perfect if it is semi-
local (i.e. R/JR is left-artinian) and JR is idempotent lifting. Similarly, R is semi-regular if R/JR is (von Neumann) regular,
and JR is idempotent lifting. It turns out that for both classes the lifting property of the radical implies that all left ideals
are idempotent lifting. Nicholson [3] introduced a class of rings in which all one-sided ideals are idempotent lifting and
called them suitable rings. He also proved that they coincide with exchange rings introduced earlier byWarfield [7]. We will
stick to Warfield’s terminology, so in this paper a ring in which all one-sided ideals are idempotent lifting will be called
exchange ring. The following fundamental characterization is due to Nicholson (see [3], Proposition 1.5, and the subsequent
comments):
Theorem 2.2. A ring R is an exchange ring if, and only if there exists an ideal Q ⊆ JR such that R/Q is an exchange ring and Q is
idempotent lifting.
The theorem clearly implies that semi-perfect and semi-regular rings are exchange rings.
Let us now state, for future reference, general forms of some standard results about lifting idempotents. It is well known
that every nil ideal I in R is idempotent lifting. Even more, the standard proof (cf. [2], Theorem 21.28) can be easily adapted
to quotients by one-sided ideals, so we have
Theorem 2.3. Let L and L′ be left ideals in R, and assume that L′ is contained in L. If for every x ∈ L there is n ≥ 0 such that xn ∈ L′
then R/L′ → R/L is idempotent lifting.
Another classical result can be extended in a similar vein: recall that the I-adic completion of a ring Rwith respect to an
ideal I is the ring R̂I , which is defined as the inverse limit of the sequence
R/I ←− R/I2 ←− R/I3 ←− · · · .
The ring R is I-complete if the natural map R→ R̂I is an isomorphism (e.g. a ring is complete with respect to any nilpotent
ideal; the ring of p-adic integers is complete with respect to its radical). An ideal I G R is idempotent lifting whenever R is
I-adically complete (cf. [2], Theorem 21.31).
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If L is only a left ideal then the inverse limit
R̂L := lim← (R/L←− R/L
2 ←− R/L3 ←− · · ·)
is a left R-module. The canonical map R→ R̂L has the epi-mono decomposition
R R/(∩kLk) R̂L.
Clearly R/(∩kLk) −→ R̂L is an isomorphism if, and only if R→ R̂L is surjective, in which case we say that R is L-semicomplete.
Theorem 2.4. Let L and L′ be left ideals in R, and assume that L′ ⊆ ∩kLk . If R is L-semicomplete and if R/L′ → R/(∩Lk) is
idempotent lifting then R/L′ → R/L is idempotent lifting.
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that the projection R/L′ → R/L decomposes as
R/L′ R/(∩kLk) ∼=−→ R̂L R/L,
where the last map is idempotent lifting (almost) by definition. 
It makes sense to define R to be semicomplete if it is L-semicomplete with respect to every left ideal L. Clearly, every
artinian ring is semicomplete but there are many other examples. For instance, every product of a complete ring with a
division ring is semicomplete.
Next we generalize the well-known fact that every finite ideal is idempotent lifting.
Theorem 2.5. Let L and L′ be left ideals in R, such that L′ has finite index in L. Then R/L′ → R/L is idempotent lifting.
Proof. If r ∈ R is an idempotent modulo L then rm − r ∈ L for every m. As L/L′ is finite there are integers m, n such that
rm+n − r and rm − r represent the same class in L/L′ , which implies that rm+n − rm ∈ L′. By applying the usual trick we get
that r2mn − rmn ∈ L′ , therefore rmn is an idempotent modulo L′ which lifts r . 
Corollary 2.6. Let p : M → N be an R-epimorphism with finite kernel, and assume that p : End(p)→ End(N) is surjective (e.g.
if M is a cyclic or projective R-module). If M is finitely generated then p is idempotent lifting.
Proof. The ideal Ker(p) ∼= Hom(M,Ker(p)) is finite becauseM is finitely generated and Ker(p) is finite, so the claim follows
by Proposition 2.1. 
We conclude this section with a useful result which yields liftings of idempotents whose kernel and cokernel satisfy
certain assumptions. Recall that the projective cover of a left R-module M is a projective R-module P together with an
epimorphism f : P → M satisfying Ker(f ) ⊆ JR · P . Projective covers are categorical duals to injective envelopes but
unlike the latter, they do not exist for arbitrary modules. Projective covers appear in the characterization of perfect, semi-
perfect and semi-regular rings: a ring R is perfect if every R-module has a projective cover, it is semi-perfect if every finitely
generated R-module has a projective cover, and it is semi-regular if every finitely presented R-module has a projective cover
(see Chapter 24. of [2] and Section 3.6 of [1]). The following result was proved in the Appendix of [5].
Theorem 2.7. Let p : P → N be an epimorphism of R-modules with P a projective module. If the image and the kernel of an
idempotent endomorphism e : N → N admit projective covers then e can be lifted to an idempotent of P along p.
In view of the above characterization of rings by projective covers we obtain:
Corollary 2.8. Let p : P → Nbe an epimorphism of R-modules with P a projective module.
(a) If R is perfect then p is idempotent lifting.
(b) If R is semi-perfect then every idempotent endomorphism with finitely generated kernel and image can be lifted along p.
(c) If R is semi-regular then every idempotent endomorphism with finitely presented kernel and image can be lifted along p.
3. Induced liftings
The common feature of the lifting theorems described in the previous section is that they rely on certain finiteness (or
perhaps compactness) assumptions, and this turns out to be insufficient for our purposes. On the other side, for certain rings
such assumptions are not needed: if k is a semi-perfect ring (this includes all artinian and all local rings) then the matrix
ringMn(k) is also semi-perfect (cf. [2], Corollary 23.9), hence every left ideal inMn(k) is idempotent lifting. One is naturally
tempted to try to extend this result to rings which can be represented in a semi-perfect matrix ring, or evenmore generally,
in an exchange ring.
Let us first consider a faithful representation of R, i.e. an exchange ring E that contains a subring isomorphic to R. A left
ideal I in Rmay not be an ideal in E, so we cannot rely on the lifting properties of E in order to conclude that I is idempotent
lifting. However, if there exists some left ideal L in E, which is contained in I , and if it is possible to lift idempotents along
R/L → R/I then we are done. Indeed, under such assumptions, if r ∈ R satisfies r2 − r ∈ I we can find s ∈ R such that
s2 − s ∈ L and s − r ∈ I . As s is idempotent modulo L it can be lifted to an idempotent e ∈ E, such that e − s ∈ L ⊆ I . But
then e = r + u for some u ∈ I , so e ∈ R is an idempotent lifting of r .
Moreover, one does not need to check all subideals of I to find one, which is also an ideal in E. Indeed, if R/L → R/I is
idempotent lifting, then for every ideal L′ in E such that L ⊆ L′ ⊆ I , the projection R/L′ → R/I is also idempotent lifting.
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Therefore, it makes sense to introduce
LE(I) := {x ∈ I|Ex ⊆ I},
the largest left ideal of E contained in I , and in view of the above discussion we obtain
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a subring of E and let I be a left ideal in R. If the projections R/LE(I) → R/I and E → E/LE(I) are
idempotent lifting then so is R→ R/I .
In particular, if E is an exchange ring, then R is an exchange ring if, and only if R/LE(I)→ R/I is idempotent lifting for every
left ideal I in R.
By combining the second part of the proposition with the results of the previous section we obtain an interesting result
about subrings of an exchange ring.
Corollary 3.2. Let R be a subring of an exchange ring E and assume that one of the following conditions is satisfied (R◦ denotes
the set of all non-invertible elements of R):
(a) R is noetherian and E · I ⊆ R for some left ideal I of finite index in R;
(b) For every x ∈ R◦ there exists an integer n such that E · xn ⊂ R;
(c) R is semicomplete and for every x ∈⋂k(R◦)k there exists an integer n such that E · xn ⊂ R.
Then R is an exchange ring.
Proof. To prove (a) consider a left ideal J in R, and observe that since R is noetherian, J is a finitely generated R-module so
there is an R-epimorphism ϕ : Rn → J . From E · I · J ⊆ R · J ⊆ J it follows that I · J ⊆ LE(J), so ϕ induces the surjective map
ϕ¯ in the commutative diagram below
By assumption I has finite index in R, therefore LE(J) has finite index in J and Theorem 2.5 implies that R/LE(J)→ R/J is
idempotent lifting.
Next, if I is a non-trivial ideal in R then every x ∈ I is non-invertible, so assuming (b) we have that Exn+1 ⊂ (Exn)x ⊂
Rx ⊂ I for some n. Theorem 2.3 then implies that R/LE(I)→ R/I is idempotent lifting.
Finally, to prove (c) consider the following commutative diagram:
First observe that for every x ∈ ∩kIk ⊆ ∩k(R◦)k there is an integer n such that Exn+1 = (Exn)x ⊆ ∩kIk , which by the
same argument as in (b) implies that R/LE(∩kIk)→ R/∩k Ik lifts idempotents. Thus R/LE(∩kIk)→ R/I is idempotent lifting
by Theorem 2.4. By the commutativity of the above diagram we conclude that R/LE(I)→ R/I is also idempotent lifting. 
Example 3.3. Let R be a subring of index m in an exchange ring E. If R is finitely generated as a Z-module (i.e. a finite
Z-algebra) then R is also an exchange ring. In fact R is clearly noetherian andmR is an ideal of finite index in Rwhich satisfies
the property E · (mR) ⊆ R hence Corollary 3.2(a) applies. Similarly, every finite Z(p)-algebra which can be embedded in an
exchange ring as a subring of order divisible by p is an exchange ring.
Example 3.4. Many examples of exchange rings arise as rings of (generalized) matrices. Given a two-sided ideal I in a ring R
letMn(R)denote the ring ofn×nmatrices overR and letMn(R, I)denote its subring consisting ofmatriceswhose off-diagonal
elements are contained in I . If R is a semi-perfect ring thenMn(R) is also semi-perfect (cf. [2], Corollary 23.9). Consequently,
it is an exchange ring, so we can consider induced liftings in its subrings.
Assume R is noetherian and R/I finite:we claim thatMn(R, I) is an exchange ring. Indeed,Mn(R, I) is noetherian andMn(I)
is an ideal of finite index inMn(R, I)which satisfiesMn(R) ·Mn(I) ⊆ Mn(R, I) so the claim follows from Corollary 3.2(a).
If we additionally assume that I is quasi-invertible, then Mn(R, I) is semi-perfect. In fact, Mn(R, I) ∩ JMn(R) = Mn(R, I) ∩
Mn(JR) is clearly contained in JMn(R,I) . Consequently, Mn(R, I)/JMn(R,I) is a quotient of Mn(R, I)/(Mn(R, I) ∩ JMn(R)) , which
is in turn isomorphic to a subring of the finite ring Mn(R)/JMn(R) = Mn(R/JR). Therefore, Mn(R, I) is semi-local, and hence
semi-perfect, since we have already proved that it is an exchange ring.
Example 3.5. With the notation as above let Dn(R, I) denote the subring ofMn(R, I) consisting of matrices which are scalar
modulo I , i.e.
Dn(R, I) = {(rij) ∈ Mn(R, I)|rii − rjj ∈ I for all i, j = 1, . . . , n}.
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If R is a local ring, and if every non-invertible element of R/I is nilpotent thenDn(R, I) is an exchange ring. To see this observe
thatMn(I) is a quasi-invertible ideal inDn(R, I) and the quotientDn(R, I)/Mn(I) ∼= R/I (scalarmatrices inMn(R/I)). It follows
that a matrix (rij) ∈ Dn(R, I) is non-invertible if, and only if its diagonal elements are non-invertible. By the assumption,
some power of (rij) is contained inMn(I), and by Corollary 3.2(b) Dn(R, I) is an exchange ring.
Moreover, as in the preceding example Dn(R, I) is also semi-local, so it is indeed a semi-perfect ring.
Corollary 3.2 can be extended to representations which are not faithful, provided that their kernel is contained in the
radical.
Corollary 3.6. Let E be an exchange ring and let ϕ : R→ E be a homomorphism, such that ϕ(R) satisfies any of the conditions
of Corollary 3.2. If Ker(ϕ) is either a nil ideal, or a finite ideal contained in JR , then R is an exchange ring.
Proof. By Corollary 3.2 it follows that R/Ker(ϕ) ∼= ϕ(R) is an exchange ring. Under both assumptions Ker(ϕ) is an
idempotent lifting subideal of JR so Theorem 2.2 implies that R is an exchange ring. 
Let us now turn to general representations. The formulation of the result is somewhat technical.
Theorem 3.7. Let I be a two-sided ideal in the ring R and assume that there exists a ring homomorphism ϕ : R → S such that
the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) Ker(ϕ) ∩ I is idempotent lifting;
(b) ϕ(I) contains an idempotent lifting left ideal L in S;
(c) R/ϕ−1(L)→ R/I is idempotent lifting.
Then the ideal I is idempotent lifting.
Proof. Let r ∈ R be such that r2 − r ∈ I . By the assumption (c) there exists an r1 ∈ R satisfying r21 − r1 ∈ ϕ−1(L) and
r1− r ∈ I . Then ϕ(r1)2− ϕ(r1) ∈ L so by (b) there exists an idempotent s ∈ S, such that s− ϕ(r1) ∈ L ⊆ ϕ(I), and therefore
s = ϕ(r + u) for some u ∈ I . Since I is a two-sided ideal, (r + u)2 − (r + u) ∈ I , so r + u is an idempotent modulo I . On the
other hand, ϕ(r + u)2 − (r + u) = s2 − s = 0 so r + u is an idempotent modulo Ker(ϕ) as well. We conclude that r + u is a
lifting of r to an idempotent R/Ker(ϕ) ∩ I , which can be lifted, by the assumption (a), to an idempotent in R. 
Observe that Proposition 3.1 looks as a special case of the theorem, yet it is somewhat stronger because it yields liftings
over one-sided ideals. In the next section we will apply Theorem 3.7 to the case when I is the radical of R.
4. Semi-perfect algebras
If R is a semi-local ring, and if its radical JR is idempotent lifting, then by Theorem 2.2, every left ideal of R is idempotent
lifting. In otherwords, a semi-local ring is semi-perfect if, and only if it is an exchange ring. In particular, a semi-local subring
R of a semi-perfect ring E, which satisfies any of the assumptions of Corollary 3.2 is also semi-perfect. In this section we will
study representations into semi-perfect rings.
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a semi-local ring and let ϕ : R → E be a ring homomorphism into an exchange ring. If Ker(ϕ) ∩ JR
is idempotent lifting, and if ϕ(JR) contains some left ideal L in E such that R/ϕ−1(L) → R/JR is idempotent lifting, then R is
semi-perfect.
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 3.7: the assumptions imply that JR is idempotent lifting. 
We can get more specific for algebras over local rings.
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a finite algebra over a commutative local ring k. If there exists a ring homomorphism ϕ : R → S into a
semi-perfect k-algebra S such that
(a) Ker(ϕ) ∩ (Jk · R) is idempotent lifting, and
(b) Im(ϕ) ⊇ ((Jk)n · S) for some n ≥ 0,
then R is semi-perfect.
Proof. By Proposition 20.6 of [2] every finite algebra over a commutative local ring is semi-local, andmoreover JR ⊇ Jk ·R ⊇
(JR)m for some integerm. Therefore, by the assumption (b) we get ϕ(JR) ⊇ ϕ(Jk · R) ⊇ (Jk)n+1 · S, so it remains to check that
the projection R/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 · S)→ R/JR is idempotent lifting. Since
R/JR = (R/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 · S))/(JR/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 · S)),
it will suffice to prove that the ideal JR/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 · S) is idempotent lifting.
In fact, from JmR ⊆ Jk ·R it follows that Jm(n+1)R ⊆ (Jk)n+1 ·R ⊆ ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 ·S) , whichmeans that the ideal JR/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 ·S)
is nilpotent in R/ϕ−1((Jk)n+1 · S) and hence idempotent lifting. 
In particular, for k = Z(p) we get
Corollary 4.3. Let R be a finite Z(p)-algebra. If R admits a representation ϕ : R → S into a semi-perfect Z(p)-algebra, such that
kernel and cokernel of ϕ are finite then R is also semi-perfect.
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Proof. In view of the above theorem it is sufficient to observe that Ker(ϕ) ∩ (Jk · R) is finite, hence idempotent lifting, and
that Coker(ϕ) is a finite p-group, so Im(ϕ)must contain pnS for some n. 
In other words, every finite Z(p)-algebra which is isomorphic modulo torsion to a semi-perfect Z(p)-algebra is semi-
perfect. We do not know whether all finite Z(p)-algebras are semi-perfect.
Remark 4.4. Although the last corollary is a very special case of the general statement, it is already sufficient to provide a
simple and almost completely algebraical proof of themain unique factorization theorem in stable homotopy theory. Indeed,
it is known that the representation of self-maps of a p-local finite spectrum in the homologymodulo torsion has finite kernel
and cokernel. Since the ring of endomorphisms of the homology modulo torsion is isomorphic to a finite product of matrix
rings over Z(p) , it follows that the ring of all endomorphisms of a finite p-local spectrum is semi-perfect, which is in turn
equivalent to a strong unique decomposition theorem for p-local spectra. For details see [5,4].
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